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The Anatomy of a Great Deception. 9/11 is Not
About the Past. It’s About the Future
Part 2.

By David Hooper and Richard Gage
Global Research, October 11, 2018

Region: USA
Theme: History, Intelligence, Media

Disinformation, Terrorism

Our good friend Dave Hooper, who created the 2014 hit documentary The Anatomy of a
Great Deception, is making a “Part 2.” He’s already filmed most of it, and it’ll be released in
September 2019!

Millions of people around the world have seen “AGD 1.” If you’re one of them, you probably
agree that  it’s  one of  the  best  films ever  made for  waking up new audiences  to  the  truth
about the events of September 11, 2001.

Its power lies in Dave’s heartfelt tale of how he learned the awful truth that he’d been
deceived about 9/11 — the most seminal event of the 21st century. He uses his personal
process of discovery to guide viewers through an accessible but technically sophisticated
presentation of the World Trade Center evidence.

Watch the trailer of The Anatomy of a Great Deception – Part 1

In AGD 2, Dave steps up his analysis by digging even deeper into how such a massive
deception was pulled off.  He also updates viewers on his  personal  struggles and victories,
providing a powerful cathartic experience for 9/11 activists and a sympathetic, relatable
portrait for people who have yet to go down this rabbit hole.

Dave’s  first  film  was  a  smash  hit  by  any  measure.  It  received  30  million  views  on  the
Internet and sold tens of thousands of DVDs. But he’s aiming even higher for the sequel:
theatrical,  digital,  and guerilla  DVD distribution that  will  reach an audience of  millions
even before it’s posted online in 2020.

Watch the trailer of The Anatomy of a Great Deception – Part 2

Today, I’m urging you, as a fellow 9/11 Truth activist, to help Dave complete Part 2 and
make its release next September a resounding success.

Please go to Dave’s Indiegogo page, check out the new trailer videos, and donate whatever
you can. With a contribution of $29 or more, Dave will send you an autographed DVD before
the 9/11 anniversary. Invest $109 in his vision, and he’ll send you six autographed DVDs to
share with friends and family — just as the film is premiering in New York, Chicago, and San
Francisco next September.
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